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Body

Energy

Space

Time

Dance
Dance includes movement within two types of space. Personal space is your own space and general 
space is a group’s shared space. Body levels (high, medium, low), sizes, directions, and pathways (direct 
or indirect) can occupy space. The following exercises will encourage experimentation with varying 
types of movement in a space.

PERSONAL SPACE EXPERIMENTATION—Ask stu-
dents to determine their personal space (kine-
sphere) by standing on the spot and identifying 
with arms outstretched in all possible directions 
the invisible bubble they are in. Call out high, me-
dium, low, thin, wide, tall, and small to encourage 
experimentation with levels, sizes, and variation in 
movement within their personal space. The use of 
slow-moving music helps students focus on possi-
bilities. Encourage the students to bend body parts 
and reach with hips, shoulders, knees, etc. without 
travelling outside of their personal space.

GENERAL SPACE EXPLORATION—Have students 
move “silently” through the general space in a 
room without touching anyone or anything in the 
room. Encourage a pathway that includes all areas 
of the space in the room. Ask the students to try 
moving slowly, quickly, directly, and indirectly in 
the space. Clap or drum a beat and call out to in-
dicate a change in direction or a change of height 
(high, medium, low). A caution — it is wise to insist 
that students avoid talking so their focus remains 
on the movement.

SYMBOL-GENERATED MOVEMENT—Make cards 
like the ones shown on the opposite page. The cards 
should show simple symbols (e.g., /\/\/\/\/\/\) that 
suggest pathways or qualities of movement. Hold 
the cards up one at a time and ask the students to 
travel across the general space in these ways. Have 
the students respond to the same symbols in their 
personal space. Later, groups may wish to create a 
group dance based on a set of symbol cards. Stu-
dents can decide the order of the movements and 
the use of general and/or personal space.

MOVEMENT WITH SHAPE VARIATIONS—Pair students, and designate one as 
“A” and the other as “B.” Instruct “A” to travel an interesting pathway in the 
room and then freeze in an interesting shape. Tell “B” to travel in a new way 
to the place where “A” is frozen and make a shape that somehow relates to 
the shape made by “A” but at a different level. Shapes can touch but it is not 
mandatory. Next, tell “B” to hold the shape, while “A” travels to a new space 
and takes a new shape. Finally, tell “B” to travel to the spot occupied by “A” 
and respond with another shape at a different level. Repeat this activity with 
the other partner going fi rst, as well as with new movement and shape varia-
tions. For example, “A” could communicate a shape that shows fear and “B” 
could join this shape with a shape that communicates hope. 

BODY SHAPE CHAINS—Line the students up in groups of four or fi ve, stand-
ing one behind the other and facing the same direction. Ask the students at 
the back of each line to travel to the front of their line and take a shape. 
Instruct the next students at the back of each line to come to the front of 
their line and make a shape at a different level than the student behind 
them. Have students repeat moving in this way and taking new shapes so 
that each line moves across a space in a chain of varying levels of body 
shapes. Encourage the students to hold their shape until they are at the back 
of the line again waiting to move back to the front to take a new shape. Try 
this activity to a live or recorded percussion beat to encourage travelling in 
an interesting way.

Sample symbol cards

Space
Space refers to 
the area in which 
the body moves. 
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Dance includes movement within two types of space. Personal space is your own space and general 
space is a group’s shared space. Body levels (high, medium, low), sizes, directions, and pathways (direct 
or indirect) can occupy space. The following exercises will encourage experimentation with varying 
types of movement in a space.

PERSONAL SPACE EXPERIMENTATION—Ask stu-
dents to determine their personal space (kine-
sphere) by standing on the spot and identifying 
with arms outstretched in all possible directions 
the invisible bubble they are in. Call out high, me-
dium, low, thin, wide, tall, and small to encourage 
experimentation with levels, sizes, and variation in 
movement within their personal space. The use of 
slow-moving music helps students focus on possi-
bilities. Encourage the students to bend body parts 
and reach with hips, shoulders, knees, etc. without 
travelling outside of their personal space.

GENERAL SPACE EXPLORATION—Have students 
move “silently” through the general space in a 
room without touching anyone or anything in the 
room. Encourage a pathway that includes all areas 
of the space in the room. Ask the students to try 
moving slowly, quickly, directly, and indirectly in 
the space. Clap or drum a beat and call out to in-
dicate a change in direction or a change of height 
(high, medium, low). A caution — it is wise to insist 
that students avoid talking so their focus remains 
on the movement.

SYMBOL-GENERATED MOVEMENT—Make cards 
like the ones shown on the opposite page. The cards 
should show simple symbols (e.g., /\/\/\/\/\/\) that 
suggest pathways or qualities of movement. Hold 
the cards up one at a time and ask the students to 
travel across the general space in these ways. Have 
the students respond to the same symbols in their 
personal space. Later, groups may wish to create a 
group dance based on a set of symbol cards. Stu-
dents can decide the order of the movements and 
the use of general and/or personal space.

MOVEMENT WITH SHAPE VARIATIONS—Pair students, and designate one as 
“A” and the other as “B.” Instruct “A” to travel an interesting pathway in the 
room and then freeze in an interesting shape. Tell “B” to travel in a new way 
to the place where “A” is frozen and make a shape that somehow relates to 
the shape made by “A” but at a different level. Shapes can touch but it is not 
mandatory. Next, tell “B” to hold the shape, while “A” travels to a new space 
and takes a new shape. Finally, tell “B” to travel to the spot occupied by “A” 
and respond with another shape at a different level. Repeat this activity with 
the other partner going fi rst, as well as with new movement and shape varia-
tions. For example, “A” could communicate a shape that shows fear and “B” 
could join this shape with a shape that communicates hope. 

BODY SHAPE CHAINS—Line the students up in groups of four or fi ve, stand-
ing one behind the other and facing the same direction. Ask the students at 
the back of each line to travel to the front of their line and take a shape. 
Instruct the next students at the back of each line to come to the front of 
their line and make a shape at a different level than the student behind 
them. Have students repeat moving in this way and taking new shapes so 
that each line moves across a space in a chain of varying levels of body 
shapes. Encourage the students to hold their shape until they are at the back 
of the line again waiting to move back to the front to take a new shape. Try 
this activity to a live or recorded percussion beat to encourage travelling in 
an interesting way.

Sample symbol cards
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MOVEMENT WITH SHAPE VARIATIONS—Pair students, and designate one as
“A” and the other as “B.” Instruct “A” to travel an interesting pathway in the 
room and then freeze in an interesting shape. Tell “B” to travel in a new way 
to the place where “A” is frozen and make a shape that somehow relates to
the shape made by “A” but at a different level. Shapes can touch but it is not
mandatory. Next, tell “B” to hold the shape, while “A” travels to a new space 
and takes a new shape. Finally, tell “B” to travel to the spot occupied by “A”
and respond with another shape at a different level. Repeat this activity with
the other partner going fi rst, as well as with new movement and shape varia-
tions. For example, “A” could communicate a shape that shows fear and “B”
could join this shape with a shape that communicates hope. 

BODY SHAPE CHAINS—Line the students up in groups of four or five, stand-
ing one behind the other and facing the same direction. Ask the students at 
the back of each line to travel to the front of their line and take a shape.
Instruct the next students at the back of each line to come to the front of
their line and make a shape at a different level than the student behind
them. Have students repeat moving in this way and taking new shapes so
that each line moves across a space in a chain of varying levels of body
shapes. Encourage the students to hold their shape until they are at the back
of the line again waiting to move back to the front to take a new shape. Try 
this activity to a live or recorded percussion beat to encourage travelling in
an interesting way.

Sample symbol cards
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